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Bringing Security Into CI/CD for
Reliable, Secure Code
Reduce Cloud Native Security Risk
Organizations are rapidly moving to cloud native
application development to optimize productivity. As
development speeds ahead with larger teams
deploying infrastructure to the cloud, security risk
grows with the increased chance of mistakes and
misconfigurations.
Businesses are challenged:
• Deploying secure infrastructure across clouds
• Keeping up with open source tools
• Meeting compliance standards
• Managing access to services

SOLUBLE AT A GLANCE
What do we do?
Help developers deliver secure,
reliable software, and reducing
remediation rework
Why Soluble?
Built by DevOps for better
security
How It Works
The Soluble Fusion SaaS platform
orchestrates a variety of security
assessment tools and runs in CI/
CD to identify and fix security
issues.

Reduce Work for Development and Security

Who Uses Soluble
Security teams, SREs, DevOps

The Soluble Fusion SaaS platform gives developers an

Benefits
• Reduces time, costs and skills
needed to secure infrastructure
• Works in developer tools
• Lowers the risk of security
incidents in production

easy way to run cloud infrastructure security assessments
in CI/CD before commit, preventing misconfigurations
from ever making it to production. Alerts for issues in
runtime are sent directly to developers for fast, efficient
remediation.
Security gets the information they need for visibility,
reporting, and compliance, and developers can ship

Save time, money, and the need
for specialized skills to secure
your cloud native environment

software, unimpeded, with the confidence that it’s secure.
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Soluble Fusion
Fix security issues
early in
development,
preventing
security issues
and rework

SRE, DevOps,
Developers using IaC

SaaS Platform – Connect in Minutes

Gives developers access to multiple assessment tools,
aggregates data, sends alerts and reports to security.

Security

About Soluble
Soluble brings security into CI/CD, helping developers test for security issues early in development so they can
deliver secure, reliable cloud infrastructure and reduce remediation work. Founded in 2019 by industry veterans with
experience running security and operations at large organizations, Soluble is backed by Dell Technologies Capital.
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